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Upcoming Events
November 9th - Virtual Chapter Meeting - 12pm
Please join us for a Virtual Chapter Meeting! There is no cost to attend, but we do need you to register
prior to the meeting. The St. Louis Chapter has purchased a Zoom subscription to allow a high quality
experience.

When: Nov 9, 2020 12:00 PM Central Time
Topic: Addressing Safety Issues: “What is your message?” vs “What
are you saying?”
Sheila Schmitt will lead a discussion on why that matters (beyond the obvious)
and how to make sure you are clearly communicating with your team.
https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUtd-CqpjMvHtYDMYtwlhm64pEQ-N8VqkdB
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information
about joining the meeting.

The Limits of OSHA Leniency During the Pandemic
~Bill Kincaid, P.E., CSP, CIT
In mid-April, OSHA issued some guidelines which reflected an understanding that some services may not
be feasible during our current pandemic, making it virtually impossible to keep up with recurring
obligations such as hearing tests and required retraining. The compliance staff was given temporary
discretion to not write citations in those instances. But there were limits on that leniency. OSHA didn’t
say compliance with annual requirements was no longer necessary. Knowing how people tend to grab
onto an exemption and run with it, sometimes overlooking the limits of that exemption, it’s a topic we
should explore before too much more time passes.
The OSHA guidelines document says, in summary, if employers can’t meet their obligations for some
standards due to pandemic restrictions after making good faith efforts to comply, then the compliance
officer has discretion to not write citations. OSHA Area Offices will assess an employer's efforts to comply
with standards that require annual or recurring audits, reviews, training, or assessments. If the good faith
efforts result in realizing it will be possible to safely comply with some recurring obligation, then not
complying would be cited as usual. (https://www.osha.gov/memos/2020-04-16/discretion-enforcementwhen-considering-employers-good-faith-efforts-during)
In this document, OSHA has listed “Examples of Situations Where Enforcement Discretion Should be
Considered”. This list includes these headings:
Annual Audiograms
[Annual] Process Safety Management Requirements (Process Hazard Analysis (PHA)
Revalidation, Review of Operating Procedures, and Refresher Training)

Hazardous Waste Operations Training
Respirator Fit Testing and Training
Maritime Crane Testing and Certification
Construction Crane Operator Certification
Medical Evaluations
The key factor to remember here is OSHA looks at whether there was a good faith effort to comply with
recurring requirements. Back in April, when there were mandatory shutdowns of so many businesses,
some services were simply not possible. OSHA officers were told when it was not possible to safely
comply with a recurring obligation, the compliance staff should use their discretion before writing
citations.
That was April. Six months later, most surviving vendors have adapted to the pandemic. Impossibility is a
lot harder to come by in some areas.
Let’s look at one of the more common recurring obligations, audiometric testing, also known as
audiograms, also known as hearing tests. If a good faith effort ends up in not finding a way to get
audiometric tests done because no local hospital, hearing clinic, test van or occ doc is doing them, then
the OSHA compliance officer is supposed to use discretion in writing citations. That is a long way from a
blanket halt on OSHA citations for not doing audiograms.
Back in April, audiograms were likely very hard to come by, even though hearing services were
considered “essential services” in many areas. That started to change in May, when the National Hearing
Conservation Association issued its “Best Practices Guidelines for Safely Conducting Hearing Testing
During the COVID-19 Pandemic”. By now the NHCA guidelines have been implemented in many testing
locations, and by many testing van companies. It is now possible to run our employees through annual
hearing tests depending on the area.
If there is an available vendor for audiometric tests and they can be done without undue exposure to
COVID – physical distancing, etc. – then there is no good reason not to do them. It might be necessary to
change the way they’re done. Maybe the usual van we use is still shut down, but the local clinic will do
them, for example. Sure, it costs more to have them done in a clinic than on a van, but it’s not enough of
a difference to make testing infeasible. OSHA will write a citation if it was possible to do the audiograms
safely, yet they were not done.
As usual, when there is an exemption from some standard, we need to read the full document. It’s a good
idea to revisit any annual requirements which we put on hold back at the start of this pandemic. It could
be time to catch up and get them accomplished.

WISH Invites

Safety and Health Historical Society Notes

Opioid Research Group
~ shared by Bary Stelzer

Hi all, I am research coordinator at Washington University and we seeking research participants who
are:
Currently or previously employed in construction

Have been prescribed opioids
Have a diagnosis of opioid use disorder (OUD) or are in recovery from OUD
The purpose of this research is to develop workplace guidelines for employers and organizations to help
them develop policies and procedures to reduce opioid use and misuse among their employees and
members.
Participation includes a one hour phone interview. The interview questions will address the
individual’s pathway to OUD, employment experiences while using opioids, and re-employment
experiences including attempts, failures, and successes. The purpose of these interviews is to
incorporate insights from employees’ experiences into guidelines to improve employers’ policies,
programs, and practices. Interviews will be audio-recorded and transcribed. Audio files will be
destroyed after transcription and all identifiers will be removed from the text.
Participants will be paid $40 for completing an interview. Payments will made by either an electronic
Amazon gift card or mailed check. The participant may need to provide their social security number in
order to be paid. Your social security number is obtained for payment purposes only, it will not be
retained for research purposes. Participants will also need to provide their name and address for a
check to be mailed to them.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If an individual decides to participate in the study
they may stop participating at any time. Any data that was collected as part of this study will remain as
part of the study records and cannot be removed. If an individual decides not to take part in the study
or if they stop participating at any time, they will not be penalized.

To learn more about the study, please contact Sam Biver at (314) 325-4386 or email sbiver@wustl.edu,
Research Coordinator for Washington University School of Medicine.

NFPA Safety Bulletin

Newsletter Contributions
~Dan Bembower

We are always looking for additions to the newsletter. If you have something to share with the St. Louis
safety community, please reach out and let me know at either updates@stl.assp.org or contact me
directly at dan.bembower@usi.com. Thanks for reading!

St. Louis Chapter Executive Board Contacts
President - Steve Williams - swilliams@frenchgerleman.com
Vice President - Dennis Pivin - DPivin@aegion.com
Secretary - Nate Richardson - nate.richardson.safety@gmail.com
Treasurer - Mae Patrick - stlassptreas20@att.net
Past President - Rick Reams - ricky_reams@hotmail.com

Mid-Missouri Section Officers
President - Mark Woodward - mwoodwar@mem-ins.com
Vice President - Paul Krewson - paul@peakergo.com
Secretary/Treasurer - David Attebery - david.attebery@labor.mo.gov

Chapter Committee Chairs
Website – Dave Callies – dcallies@kelpe.com
Maintains website with updated news, chapter events, and job postings
Newsletter – Dan Bembower – dan.bembower@usi.com
Publishes and distributes the chapter newsletter to all chapter members
PDC Chair – Dennis Pivin – DPivin@aegion.com
Coordinates logistics of professional development activities
Membership – Dianne Gibbs – dianne@ideasftp.com
Ensures new members are recognized & introduced at membership meetings
Public Relations – Steve Williams – swilliams@bellelectrical.com
Promotes chapter activities to the general public. Coordinates poster contest
Awards & Honors – Bill Kincaid – billkincaid@yahoo.com
Recognizes member achievement through chapter awards
Scholarship – Rob Miller – robertmiller91@yahoo.com
Promotes student scholarships & continuing education scholarships for members
Programs – Tim Michel – tmichel@keeleycompanies.com
Plans the program time and needs for presentations & coordinates schedule
Social Media – JaNola Rigsby – jrigsby@qualsafesolutions.com
Maintains Face book & Twitter accounts promoting discussion with local membership
Please contact a board member or committee chair with comments or if you would like to participate in
any of the chapter activities.
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